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From the Vicarage 

On the last Saturday of June it was a joy and a privilege to 
be at Portsmouth Cathedral for the ordination to the 
priesthood of our Curate, Matt. As I arrived, my phone 
helpfully advised me that it was two years since I had last 
been in that place – another symptom of lockdown. 

Clergy in the Church of England are first ordained as a deacon and then, 
usually, ordained as a priest around a year later. That is not always the 
case; a small number of clergy remain as deacons. Being ordained as a 
priest means, amongst other things, that Matt can preside at Holy 
Communion, which he did for the first time at St John’s on the day after 
his ordination and will do so for the first time at Christ Church on 4th July. 

It was good to see so many of the Christ Church family at the cathedral. 
The service was led by Bishop Rob, the Commissary (or interim) Bishop 
of Portsmouth. The preacher, The Revd Canon Sandra Millar, suggested 
that being a priest in God’s church was a bit like working in The Repair 
Shop, a TV programme where much loved, but damaged and decaying 
items, are repaired and restored. However damaged we are, God gently 
cares for us and seeks to restore us. Those of us who minister in God’s 
church are called to share in that work of love. 

We pray for Matt as he continues to minister in our church, serving the 
God who “heals the broken-hearted and binds up their wounds” (Psalm 
147:3) 

Revd Andy Wilson 

PCC update 

To maintain good governance of the church during this difficult time, the 
PCC has continued to meet. Since March 2020, we have only been able 
to meet once in person, but at other times we have met online. 
Additionally the Standing Committee meets twice per month. 
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At the online meeting on 26th May, the PCC discussed the following: 

• The Church Hall floor, which was awaiting assessment of possible 
dry rot 

• The proposed parish restructure, which was due to be discussed at 
Deanery Synod in June 

• The financial challenges faced by the parish 

• The 2020 accounts and annual report, which were approved 

• The forthcoming ordination of Revd Matt Grove 

• Sunday services and the changes brought in at step 3 of the release 
from lockdown 

• The purchase of a wooden lectern using a donation given in 2017 for 
that purpose 

At the online meeting on 23rd June, the PCC discussed the following: 

• The Church Hall floor, which was still awaiting assessment of 
possible dry rot (scheduled for 5th July) 

• The proposed parish restructure, which could see the parishes of 
Portsdown, Purbrook, Crookhorn and Waterlooville merged. 

• The postponement of the move to step 4 of the release from 
lockdown 

• A revised quote for the completion of the project to restore the 
north drive which, to comply with conditions proposed by the 
arboriculturist, has risen to £22,000. The PCC has agreed that the 
work to reopen the church hall must take priority and considered 
investigating a short to mid-term solution by which the north 
driveway will remain pedestrianised. 

• Church finances, which currently see income falling short of 
expenditure by around £2,000 per month. 

• Plans for the APCM on 14th July, which will be a hybrid meeting with 
both in-person and online attendance. 

• The visit of Archdeacon Jenny to preach at The 11.00 Service on 25th 

July. 

Revd Andy Wilson 
Vicar, Christ Church Portsdown 
Priest-in-Charge, St John the Baptist Purbrook 
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From the Editor 

As I am writing this at the end of June, looking through the 
window I can see 2 squirrels chasing each other up and 

down a tree.  We are fortunate to have a garden and our garden is 
probably wilder than most in this area of Widley!  Once again the rain 
has defeated me and the weeds and shrubs are growing rapidly.  The 
birds visit the feeders and the bees the flowers, a joy to watch.  
Something the pandemic has taught me, to stand still and take pleasure 
in such simple things as watching a bee rolling around inside a poppy. 

But in this country we may well moan about the weather!  We are 
more fortunate than many others who are struggling with drought.  
Those of us who try and grow our own food to eat know how fickle the 
weather can be, a few weeks ago I was out every night watering, now 
it’s the reverse and some crops don’t like to be waterlogged.  

I always feel sorry for new gardeners, every year is different so as years 
go by you learn what to grow and what isn't really worth it.  But these 
days we can always top up at the supermarket.  Now more than ever 
you can expect to buy most things even if here in this country they are 
out of season. 

As we remember ‘Sea Sunday’ spare a prayer and a thought for those 
who labour in the fields to grow our food, and those who risk their lives 
at sea to provide us with the food to put on our table.  And pray also 
for those who live in countries where the essentials to survive are 
scarce or impossible to buy. 

  

Ruth Fowler 

magazine@christchurchportsdown.org. 
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Queen’s Platinum Jubilee – a celebration of faith & service – save the 
date! 
A four-day Bank Holiday from 2-5 June 2022 will mark the Queen’s 
Platinum Jubilee next year. This is an amazing opportunity to bring our 
communities together for the celebrations, which end on Pentecost 
Sunday. 
 
HOPE Together, the Church of England, the Methodist Church, Biblica 
and other key partners are currently planning for the Queen’s 
Platinum Jubilee, with a specially commissioned souvenir book for us 
to give away; a new anthem for communities and churches to sing; a 
’70 Acts of Service’ community challenge for us to adapt to use 
together with churches and other organisations in our area, and lots 
of resources for children and schools. 
Rachel Jordan-Wolf, HOPE’s executive director said, “Churches are in 
an ideal place to bring communities together for national celebrations. 
We have the tables, chairs, crockery and PA systems – and we love 
making cakes! 
 
“It is so appropriate that the nation and Commonwealth should be 
celebrating the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee on the same weekend as 
Pentecost, the day when the church celebrates the gift of God’s Holy 
Spirit.” 
 
The anointing of God’s Holy Spirit was central to the Coronation and, 
in preparation for the day, The Queen prayed: ‘Come, Holy Spirit, and 
daily increase in all of us, and in me, thy humble servant, thy manifold 
gifts of grace; the spirit of wisdom and understanding; the spirit of 
counsel and strength; the spirit of knowledge and true godliness, and 
fill us, O Lord, with the Spirit of thy holy fear, now and forever. Amen.’ 
 
The beautifully illustrated souvenir book to be published for the 
celebrations uses rarely seen prayers, which the Queen prayed in 
preparation for the Coronation, and highlights how God has answered 
those prayers over the past seven decades. 
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The ‘Platinum Jubilee Celebration of Faith & Service’ will build on the 
successful partnership facilitated by HOPE Together, which enabled 
local churches to bring their communities together for the Diamond 
Jubilee and the Queen’s 90th birthday celebrations. 
 
Over the next year HOPE will provide churches across the country with 
all the resources and ideas they need to run a great all-age community 
event that will celebrate the Queen’s 70 years of faith and service. 
We can plan to get our church involved, invite our community to the 
party, and round off the weekend with a special guest celebration 
service for Pentecost. 
 
Find out more at hopetogether.org.uk/jubilee 

Remembering Princess Diana 
Lady Diana Spencer – later Princess of Wales – was born 60 years ago, 
on 1st July 1961 at Sandringham in Norfolk. Twenty years later, on 
29th July 1981, she married Prince Charles at St Paul’s Cathedral in 
London. She died in a car crash in Paris in 1997. 
 

Diana was not an academic child, but concentrated on art, music and 
sport. She was widely admired for her beauty and style, and during 
her time as Princess of Wales achieved a great deal in her charity 
work, particularly in the unexpected areas of AIDS and landmines. 
Partly because of this she was believed to have strong Christian 
beliefs, but this is not something she spoke about, though a special 
episode of Songs of Praise on the BBC saw it as the motive for her 
charity work. 
 
Her marriage to Charles suffered because of their obvious 
incompatibility and their affairs. They separated in 1992 and divorced 
in 1996. Their two sons, William and Harry, suffered as a result and 
have reacted in markedly different ways. 
Diana was the first Englishwoman for more than 300 years to marry 
the heir to the throne. She was also the first royal bride to have a 
paying job before her engagement. 
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FAMOUS HYMNS AND THEIR STORIES (15) 
  

“We plough the fields and scatter” 
  
The author of this hymn was in turn a Commissioner of Agriculture 
and Manufacture, a newspaper editor and a bank auditor. His 
Christian faith wavered under the influence of the eighteenth – 
century view that man was his own saviour. But after a serious 
illness he turned again to the Creator who loves and cares for his 
children. 

  
We plough the fields, and scatter 

The good seed on the land, 
But it is fed and watered 

By God’s own mighty hand: 
He sends the snow in winter, 

The warmth to swell the grain, 
The breezes and the sunshine, 

And soft refreshing rain: 
All good gifts around us 

Are sent from heaven above; 
Then thank the Lord, O thank the Lord, 

For all his love. 
  

Matthias Claudius (1740 – 1815) 
Translated by Jane M Campbell (1817 – 78) 

  
Taken from the Lion book ‘Famous hymns and their stories’ 
Compiled by Christopher Idle 
  

Dave Fowler 
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Ecclesiastical 130 

Our church is insured with an insurance company called 

Ecclesiastical. 

To celebrate their 130 years, they have extended their offer 

to Christ Church that if any parishioner takes out a home 

insurance cover with them before 31st December 2021 

they will donate £130. to our church.  To view this offer go 

to their website 

Www.ecclesiastical.com/Trust130 or call 0800 783 0130 

and quote 

TRUST 130 

Amazon Smile 

Another way to help our church financially is to donate via shopping on 

Amazon Smile. Amazon donate a  percentage to a charity of your choice. 

Simply go to Amazon Smile and choose  

The Parochial Church Council Of The Ecclesiastical Parish Of Christ Church 

Portsdown  

As your chosen charity, after that whenever you shop on Amazon Smile it 

will automatically select Christ Church as your charity 

Editor: if you are anything like me, ordering essentials online this will be a 

good time to select Smile. 

Update: Amazon Smile has its own ‘app’ so whenever you order you can 

just select the app 
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Church Giving 

GIVING Both of our churches are experiencing reduced income from 

cancelled hall bookings and the lack of collections at services. If you 

usually give in the plate (cash or envelopes), please do consider switching 

to Direct Debit or online payment.   

The best way to do this is via the Parish Giving Scheme, which can now be 

done online or by telephone  

You can register online at register.parishgiving.org.uk  

or by calling 0333 002 1271  

To register you will need the following details: For Christ Church: Parish: 

Portsdown Christ Church Diocese: Portsmouth PGS Parish Code: 

290629068  

You will also need your own bank details.  

If you prefer to give direct to Christ Church (either by Standing Order as a 

one-off payment) then see details at christchurchportsdown.org/more/

giving .  
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Prioritising 

Martha cooked 

But Mary looked 

And sat at the Master’s feet, 

It’s a story of old 

But we are told 

It’s where man and God can meet. 

So much to do 

But think it through 

There’s a place for you and me, 

To spend time with the Lord 

And be found in His word 

It’s where we are meant to be. 

So find a place 

To seek His face 

Where the Lord Himself is found 

With a God who cares 

Hears all our prayers 

The place where grace abounds. 

 

By Megan Carter 
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Sing to the Lord 

Sing to the Lord a song of praise 

Sing of the wonders that we see 

His right hand and His holy arm 

Have won for Him the victory 

He has revealed His salvation 

Deliv’rance He has truly shown 

Before all nations of the world 

His mighty acts have been made known. 

His faithful love, of limits free 

Is seen unto the end of earth, 

All peoples see His salvation 

And all can sing with joy and mirth. 

Make songs for God with human voice 

With trumpets and the mighty horn 

Sing praises to our God and king 

To sunset from the break of dawn. 

O let the rivers clap their hands 

The hills ring out before the Lord 

For lo, He judges righteously 

His justice seen throughout the world! 

By Nigel Beeton 
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From the G7 to COP 26 – what on earth has it got to do with us? 

It is impossible to turn on the news or look at a paper without being 
bombarded by ‘doom and gloom’ relating to climate change – 
apparently, we, in the South East, are all going to have to live in 
temperatures on average 10 degrees higher by 2080.  Our 
grandchildren will be my age by then! 

But why is it of particular interest to Christians, and why are Tearfund 
and Christian Aid devoting so much time and energy to trying to 
address it and lobbying governments to do more. 

We are inconvenienced by climate change – our flora and fauna may 
change and alter, our food crops may have to change and yields may 
reduce, there may be more heath fires and floods, but none of us are 
going to starve or be massively impacted by drought.  If we lived in sub
-Saharan Africa, parts of South America and other vulnerable areas we 
wouldn’t just be inconvenienced, we could be subject to extreme 
water shortage and famine.   Reliable estimates are that 132 million 
more people will be pushed into extreme poverty by the end of this 
decade if we don’t make real strides in this area immediately. 

The G7 gave an opportunity for leaders to look seriously at these 
issues and make real progress in addressing them – so what did they 
do.   There was a commitment to end coal power and support a shift 
to renewables but the same promise was made in 2009 and there is 
still no timetable for delivery. 

The next big event is COP26 in Glasgow in November which the UK will 
be chairing. The UN has been bringing countries together to try to 
consider the impacts of Climate Change for nearly three decades. COP 
stands for Conference of the Parties and the next one will be the 26th 
hence COP26.  The Paris COP  6 years ago was important, but the 
commitments made did not come close to limiting potential warming 
to 1.5 degrees and promises were made to come to the COP expected 
to be held in 2020, with real plans capable of implementation.  It has 
been delayed by a year due to COVID, so its timetable is even more 
crucial.  There are four key issues to address: 
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• Secure net zero temperature increase by mid century to keep the 1.5 
degree target in reach 

• Adapt to protect habitats 

• Mobilise finance (not just government spending but private sector) 

• Secure international cooperation to deliver. 

All ‘big’ asks!  And what has it got to do with us, or more importantly can 
any of us make a contribution to dealing with this global emergency. 

We all have a vote – a privilege we should value – if we contact our MPs 
and register our concern they will take notice.  Simon and I have taken the 
opportunity to meet Penny Mordaunt with folk from Christian Aid and 
CAFOD to raise development related issues a number of times, and she has 
always commented that it is useful for her to have real evidence that these 
problems matter to her constituents.  If you live in Havant, it’s Alan Mark 
and it’s fair to assume that he will, at least, note the content of communica-
tions like that.  If you would like some help in drafting please contact me. 

Pray – we can all pray for our leaders to understand and address these is-
sues and for the UK as chair to take a positive lead in making costed effec-
tive commitments.  If you think you would benefit from updates and guid-
ance on what and how to pray, join Tearfund’s update service by texting 
‘PRAY’ to (0)7916 874441.  Your number won’t be used for anything else. 

As individuals we can look at our own lifestyles – a very tricky issue as it can 
seem as if we all need to wear an environmental ‘hair shirt’.   If you eat 
meat, would it be possible to adapt to a veggie day once or twice a week?   
If you are a gardener – use a peat free compost – I am told they work!  
Think about our travel choices – difficult in the pandemic when we want to 
avoid public transport but maybe walk or cycle a bit more.    Reduce pack-
aging – again difficult in the pandemic but we can choose goods with less 
plastic.  There are lots more things we can all do – those are just a few sug-
gestions. 

Ruth Valerio from Tearfund said about the G7 - 
’I was reminded at the weekend that the kingdom of God is like a mustard seed: 
smaller than any other seed, yet when fully grown the largest of plants. Each pray-
er and action towards a fairer world is like a mustard seed of God’s kingdom.’ 
Elizabeth Mitchell 
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For the Record 

Baptisms 

20th June 2021:  

Barney Robert Wilson, aged 1 year 

Weddings 

None 

Funerals 

None  

When we feel shaken 
(Lk 10:42) 
Faithful Father, 
When we feel shaken by the events of the past; 
when we don’t know quite how to go forward; 
when our confidence in what we thought we could 
control is undermined; remind us that one thing is 
needed – to sit at your feet and listen to You. 
You are our security. You will never fail those who 
belong to You through faith in Your Son, Jesus. 
As we take time to listen to You, Lord, and to medi-
tate on Your Holy Spirit-inspired Word, may we 
know Your peace – and Your good plans for us. In 
Jesus’ name, Amen. 
 
By Daphne Kitching 
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Mission of the Month July 2021 – Mission to Seafarers. 

As we negotiate our way through the second year of Covid, I wonder how 
many might have planned a holiday cruise to some exotic part of the 
world? For those who did, the chances are it never happened or ultimate-
ly was so hedged with restrictions that either you or the Company can-
celled.  Very frustrating for holiday makers, but it requires very little imag-
ination to realise the huge effect that the Pandemic has had on the mil-
lions of Seafarers who earn their living at sea, transporting the 90% of the 
things we could not live without – eg. food, medicines, raw materials, 
clothes, household goods etc – to over 200 Ports in 50 Countries around 
the World, most also in some form of lockdown. 

The familiar problems of long period of separation from their families, the 
inherent danger of life at sea, piracy, shipwreck, abandonment in foreign 
ports, serious injury or bereavement are constant worries which have all 
been exacerbated in 2020/21. Added to this, many Seafarers were ma-
rooned in the Suez Canal for weeks as a result of the accidental blockage 
which occurred. According to the “International Maritime Organisation”, 
76 new cases of abandonment were recorded in 2020 involving 1,000 Sea-
farers. Just 17 have been resolved. 

The Mission to Seafarers is one of a number of causes which Christ Church 
is pleased to support. It is an international Christian organisation entirely 
funded by voluntary donations, and one which provides vital welfare ser-
vices, 365 days per year, to those who risk their lives at sea all over the 
world – for sick, lonely, exhausted and troubled crews of all ranks. nation-
alities and beliefs. 

SEA SUNDAY this year is on 11th July.  We do hope you will feel able to 
support the Seafarers who provide such an essential service to the World. 

  

Jim Molloy 
 
Christ Church Mission to Seafarers rep 
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Quotes 
Humility is to make a right estimate of one’s self. – Charles Haddon 
Spurgeon 
 
If we would judge rightly of any man, we must see how he bears good 
and bad fortune.  – John Calvin 
 
God-like character is both the fruit of the Spirit as He works within us 
and the result of our personal efforts. We are both totally dependent 
upon His working within us and totally responsible for our own 
character development. – Jerry Bridges 
 
Nobody can call himself a Christian who does not worship Jesus. –
  John Stott 
 
Ivy on your house is not really so bad after all 
 
So says the Royal Horticultural Society (RHS). 
In an effort to restore the plant’s reputation, the RHS has been 
showcasing the species at its flagship garden in Wisley, Surrey. It 
hopes to set a new trend, and to get people to stop seeing ivy as ‘the 
enemy.’ 
At Wisley you can now see 390 varieties of ivy, with a vast array of leaf 
shapes, sizes and colours. The RHS wants people to see that ivy can be 
an attractive and even eco-friendly addition to your home. 
RHS experts say that ivy is a ‘super plant’ that not only has insulating 
benefits, but also offers habitats for a variety of wildlife, as well as 
being a food source for birds and pollinators during months of the 
year when there is very little else for them to eat. 
 
https://www.rhs.org.uk/press/releases/New-research-shows-ivy-is-
the-most-effective-plant 

https://www.rhs.org.uk/press/releases/New-research-shows-ivy-is-the-most-effective-plant
https://www.rhs.org.uk/press/releases/New-research-shows-ivy-is-the-most-effective-plant
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The Difference 

So often 

I can’t wear the right clothes, 

Speak the right words, 

Fit the right mould, 

Be the shape people want me to be, 

Expect me to be, 

Demand that I am, 

To conform. 

But you Lord 

Accept me, 

Release me, 

Make it possible to be me, 

Perfectly free 

In Your service, 

Open for You 

To transform. 

 

By Daphne Kitching 
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Obvious 
A Sunday School teacher asked her class why Joseph and Mary 
took Jesus with them to Jerusalem.   A small child replied: 
“They couldn’t get a baby-sitter.” 
Sky at night 
The scientific theory I like best is that the rings of Saturn are composed 
entirely of lost airline luggage. 
Cry baby 
A woman took her four-month-old baby to visit her neighbour, but the 
baby began to fuss as soon as they arrived. The neighbour’s five-year-old 
son asked where the baby had come from. “He was sent down from 
Heaven,” the mother replied, above the screams. 
The little boy watched the baby crying for a few more minutes, and then 
turned to his mother. “I bet I know why he was sent from Heaven. God 
wanted some quiet up there!” 
 
 The real art of conversation is not only to say the right thing at the right 
time, but also to leave unsaid the wrong thing at the tempting moment. 
If they squeeze olives to get olive oil, how do they get baby oil? 
 
Ever notice that the people who are late are often much jollier than the 
people who have had to wait for them? 
 
How long a minute is depends on what side of the bathroom door you’re 
on. 
 
Children’s wisdom:   In the Olympic Games, Greeks ran races, jumped, 
hurled the biscuits and threw the java. 
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Reaching Out 
Dear Lord Jesus, we remember the work of your disciples who served 
You faithfully during the early days of the Church. They went out 
among the people, who were often hostile, and spoke of their faith. 
They also encouraged others by their written testimonies. Together, 
they spread the word of Your teaching and of the joy of serving You, 
regardless of their own fate and well-being. 
We ask You to help us today to continue Your work by witness and ex-
ample.  May we continue to draw comfort and inspiration from Your 
teaching, and so acknowledge and confess our faith wherever we go 
and to those we meet. 
By Terence Trimmer 



Church Leaders 
Vicar Revd Andy Wilson  

Associate Minister Revd Laura Cameron  

Curate  Revd Matt Grove  

Church Warden Stephen Anderson  

Lighthouse Jackie Quinn  

Parish Office Emma Evans  

PCC Secretary Graham Olway  

Treasurer Jacqui Wilson  

Churchyard Secretary Dave Fowler  

Magazine Editor Ruth Fowler  

Website Manager Matt Doe  

Safeguarding Rep Ismay Doughty  

Christ Church Wives Norma Gibney  

Mothers Union Ros Molloy  

Good Neighbours  8am—8pm  

Church Hall 
Church Hall Manager Jacqui Wilson  

Christ Church Toddlers Mandy Kind  

Scout & Guide Hut 
Beavers Tuesday Elaine Isaac  

Brownies Thursday Becky Hodges  

Cubs Wednesday Elaine Isaac  

Explorers Monday Mark Isaac  

Guides Thursday Maria Calway-Kennedy  

Rainbows Monday Lorna Danter  

Rainbows Thursday Becky Hodges  

Scouts Friday Mark Isaac  


